Coforge transforms services
to radically improve the user
experience of IT for a major
UK regulator

CASE STUDY

Following a competitive process, Coforge transitioned
and transformed the IT services of a major UK regulator.
The infrastructure inherited was failing to meet the
clients aspirations for its IT service, with equipment being
owned and hosted in dedicated data-centres the service
was expensive and inflexible. The network service could
not meet the expectations of modern flexible working.
Aging hardware and software across the estate required
investment. Furthermore support from the service
desk was failing to meet user requirements. A poor IT
experience across the organisation constrained the
productivity of individuals and teams.
Right at the beginning of the contract Coforge and the
client worked closely to create a collaborative one team
IT organisation. Transforming the service desk was the
first priority with strong focus on cultural alignment and
enriching the user experience.
Thereafter Coforge embarked on a journey of IT
transformation, working closely with the client, we:
●

Modernised the LAN/WiFi infrastructure

●

Enabled agile working with implementation of Office
365 and mobile end user devices

●

Consolidated data centres and migrated large part
of the estate to the Cloud

●

Implemented
projects

●

Instilled DevOps and CI/CD processes and culture
enabling faster roll out of capabilities on platforms
such as Salesforce
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Through the implementation of these initiatives, we
raised the value of IT services across the organisation,
and enabled the organisation to leverage IT for faster
business outcomes. Key service improvements
recognised by the client are:

●

Improved reliability of IT and services

●

Enabled collaboration and an agile working

●

Enriched user experience of IT improving productivity

●

Have a highly resilient set of IT services with strong
business continuity and DR capability

●

Significant savings on costs for data centre and
Cloud

●

Reduction in Total Cost of Ownership for the IT
estate

The agility and resiliency of the transformed services
has been proven recently when the entire organisation
had to start work from home in the lockdown due to the
Covid-19 pandemic. The organisation was able to carry
on with its business as usual without a glitch from day
one of the lockdown.
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Coforge is a leading global IT solutions organization, enabling its clients to transform at the intersect of
unparalleled domain expertise and emerging technologies to achieve real-world business impact. The
Company focuses on three key verticals: Banking and financial services, Insurance, Travel and Transportation.
This domain strength is combined with leading-edge capabilities in Data & Analytics, Automation, Cloud, and
Digital. With over 10,000 employees serving clients across Americas, Europe, Asia, and Australia, Coforge
fosters a culture that promotes innovation and constantly seeks to find new yet simple ways to add value for
its clients.
Learn more about Coforge at: www.coforgetech.com
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